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Lorem ipsum



While unpackaging, carfully take out the side 
panels. Since the windows frames are not 
fixed by hinges and are lying freely, the 
window parts need to be taken out first. 1



2 When building the walls fist add a wooden collet. You 
can then add all the other parts and supporting 
columns. Once this is all in place you can start putting 
the roof panels on one by one. 



Only one window has hinges and a 
window lock. This window needs to be 
placed across from the fornt door to 
create an airflow inside the structure.4



The structure needs to stand on blocks to create airflow 
access under the grill area. In case it stands on a base, like 
decking, you have to create an airflow supply to the center 
of the structure. The most common decision is to use a 
plastic tube that will lay under the floor from the side to the 
center, this will bring in air from the outside.5



3
When placing the first panel, support it with a stick from the 
inside. You can then put the other planel next to it repeting 
the same supporting tecnique until complete.  After all 4 
panels are installed you can remove the supporting sticks. 
They are standing in place with no problems, especially when 
stitched by the screws between themselves. However, it's 
better to support them till the moment when the last one 
stands, for security reasons. 



1. floor frame
2. flooring
3. floor insert
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1. wall binding
2. strapping amplifier
3. balusters



1. roof
2. cap
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1. Detail 1
2. Detail 2
3. Detail 3
4. Detail 4
5. Self-tapping screw 4x70mm
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1. The legs of the bench are double
2. The legs of the bench are single
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ENJOY YOUR NEW
SAWMILL STRUCTURE!

Send us a photo of your finished structure to be featured 
on our website and social media accounts.

sales@sawmillstructures.com
@sawmillstructures @sawmill_structures


